Offering an array of access control, communication, and emergency products designed to keep buildings and occupants secure.
Save with Centralized Security

With an Aiphone IP intercom system, a single person can regulate access and monitor activity in multiple buildings across an entire networked campus or business district.

Regardless of building sizes – or the distances between them – you can connect virtually every building together.

Reduce the overhead for added security staff and resources. Avoid high costs of running new wire by reusing existing network or intercom cable. You can also eliminate recurring, costly licensing fees in both single-building and multi-building applications. Ideal for office high-rises, hospitals, federal buildings, prison facilities – or any size application.
Secure Remote Areas with Wall Boxes & Towers

- Parking lots
- Parking garages
- Stairwells
- Hallways
- Any area where trouble might lurk
- Deter prowlers with highly visible emergency towers
- Provide personnel and visitors help points across large grounds

Respond & Reach with Call Stations

- Answer calls and pages from main office/reception
- Reach security staff from any connected station
- Have open or private conversations

Empower Office Staff with Master Stations

- Clearly identify visitors and determine their intent before unlocking the door
- Monitor activity throughout entire building or campus
- Immediately call other offices or buildings
- Make general paging announcements or broadcast emergencies
- Use alerts for routine notifications and unpredictable events

Provide Help Points with Emergency Stations

- Get immediate help with emergency calling, including 911
- Dual-button stations available for general and emergency calls
- Choose your preferred mounting solution: flush/surface mount directly to wall or mount into emergency towers/wall boxes

Control Building Access with Door Stations

- Install door stations to provide calling points for visitors at locked entrances
- Protect interior locations with additional screening
- Select card reader stations to provide authorized personnel easy entry

Broadcast Pages, Notifications, & Alerts

- Integrate with your PA system for all pages, alerts, and bell notifications to be clearly heard throughout your facility

Connect with 3rd Party Devices

- Capture a more comprehensive picture of the situation with CCTV camera integration
- Log activity for more accurate and detailed record-keeping
- Need proof a visitor was at your building? Save images to an NVR and reference them later
Design the Ultimate Command Center

With the numerous ways select Aiphone systems can integrate, you can create a powerful security operations center. When your emergency staff becomes overwhelmed, calls can be forwarded directly to 911. If you need 24/7 streaming video recorded to an NVR, totally doable. And with the flexibility to start small and expand at any time, you’ll have the freedom to buy only what is needed, when it’s needed – the system scales at your pace.

Secure and monitor multiple buildings across your corporate campus with:

- SIP Capability
- External Dialing
- Video Management Systems (VMS)
- Access Control
- CCTV Cameras
Save Time and Sustain High-Quality Care

Ensure patients and residents have vital access to their nursing staff. With room-to-room communication and emergency calling options, help can be reached at any time.

Video door stations control access into authorized areas and provide security for sensitive locations requiring additional screening.

For niche areas in the hospital, like maternity wards — or small applications like nursing homes — we recommend our nurse call solution. Caregivers can see and hear the different urgency levels of multiple calls, giving them the immediate ability to prioritize and respond to the most critical calls first.

Have an on-site pharmacy? Consider our security window intercom system for clear, crisp audio communication without compromising the integrity of the glass or obstructing the view of the patrons on either side.
Protect Government Agencies with a Wide Palette of Solutions

The nature of work conducted in certain government buildings may make them a target for foreign or domestic threats. This potential risk makes alerting and internal communication critical in the case of an emergency.

Multiple buildings can be notified at one time of any suspicious activity. Keep your patrons informed of any serious problems or threats as they occur, greatly reducing the negative impact these situations could inflict.

Communication offers a convenient factor in addition to security. In a courthouse scenario, a judges’ chambers can easily be connected to other associates for private deliberations. Security can also be reached if a situation were to arise.

For crowded facilities, like airports, clear communication helps passengers to their destinations. If a gate changes or an announcement is broadcast, hearing the message clearly is important for travelers. Crisp, audible stations – paired with amplified speakers – will ensure announcements are heard even in the noisiest of environments.

Aiphone solutions are ideal for recruitment centers. Our reliable products provide controlled access and visitor screening for a single office and for locations serving multiple branches within a complex.
Protecting Those Who Protect Us

Discreetly monitor cell blocks, sally ports, prison yards, or anywhere a call station is installed (via the master station). Listen to activity in areas where audio call stations are installed or see and listen to activity in areas where video call stations are installed.

Protect your investment! Many of our call stations are flush-mount and vandal-resistant, making them ideal for environments where inmates could potentially damage the devices. For further protection, many call stations have a compatible lock box as an additional barrier for areas locked up after-hours.
ISO 9001:2015 Certified Intercom Manufacturer
The International Standards Organization (ISO) 9001:2015 certification is a globally-recognized mark of quality in product design and development, production, inspection, and testing. Aiphone has received this world-renowned certification since the year 2000.

Prestigious Deming Prize Award Winner
The Union of Japanese Scientists and Engineers awards the exclusive Deming Prize to a handful of companies, wowing them with their total quality management. Aiphone is proud to be a rare, two-time winner of the prestigious Deming Prize for quality management and manufacturing processes.

Local Service & Outstanding Support
Training, Support, and Service to Ensure Your Success

• Comprehensive product knowledge, so you are always expertly informed
• Specify products 24/7 with QuikSpec Plus
• Award-winning support – providing online and in-person training, top-notch technical assistance, and friendly customer service
• Ask how we can customize a solution for you – we offer systems for highly specified or unusual needs

"Always a great product, and the customer service and application engineering support is wonderful!"

Terry Houk, Program Manager, Netronix Integration

To explore our industry solutions, or to request an in-person demo, visit aiphone.com/industrysolutions